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This article reports an evidence-based study suggesting that a hybrid 
level 2 + Medical Treatment Facility (MTF) augmented modularly with 
proper medical services is optimal for meeting the many and varied 
medical care challenges of Post-Cold War United Nations Peace Keeping 
Operations (UN PKOs). Nevertheless, the important untold story was the 
methodology used through which its conclusions were reached.

My intent in the article was 3-fold
(1)Argue that Post-Cold War there has been a dramatic and

fundamental change in the conditions, missions, and consequently the 
operations and tempo for UN PKOs, which requires an ensuing shift in 
their medical support.[1-3]

(2)Report my evidence-based investigation and analysis on UN
PKOs borrowed from Nessen [4] who had originally used it in terms 
of medical military support of U.S. military forces in the Iraq war 
to test the viability of Level 2+ MTF there. (Note: Technical transfer 
and testing of a hypothesis under varying conditions is the essence of 
scientific inquiry.) However, I found completely different results on the 
viability of a Level 2+ MTF in terms of Post-Cold War UN PKOs unlike 
what Nessen found regarding US medical support regarding Iraq war 
operations.

(3)Describe the results from practical applications of process
models with promising and worthwhile implications in terms of 
informing planning, preparing, vetting, and execution of medical 
support operations for future UN PKOs whatever their particular 
circumstances. 

First, there are apologists who claim that overall UN PKOs have 
not changed with inferences that there is no need to alter their medical 
support.[5] Their assertions are based on lumping together Pre-Cold 
War and Post-Cold War UN PKOs and regressing to the mean without 
consideration for extremes or any regard to PKO type. During the Cold 
War, with the exception of UN PKOs in the Congo, UN PKOs were 
relatively benign affairs with impartial, unarmed peace observers or 
lightly armed peacekeepers inter-positional-ly separating belligerents 
who consented to the peace process, until there was a peaceful 
resolution of hostilities.[6-7] Thus, medical events reflected the overall 
character of Pre-Cold War missions and were also relatively benign 
and those typically associated with non-combat deployment, such as, 
orthopedic conditions, respiratory diseases, and the flu.[8-9] Thus, 
medical support was relatively fixed/static, relying heavily on rearward 
transport/treatment and there was a nagging lack of mobile facilities to 
treat emergencies in forward operating areas. 

Nevertheless, as my article notes, UN PKOs changed drastically in 
the Post-Cold War. Post-Cold War UN PKOs became complex nation 
(re-)building affairs that were highly mobile, with combat like actions 
(i.e., “robust” and “robust +”), in places with simmering internecine 
armed conflicts about to boil over, where some belligerents had not 
consented to the peace process, and the PKOs could potentially 
degenerate into dangerous and ugly/hideous affairs (e.g., Kosovo, 
Rwanda, Somalia, etc…). Furthermore, these operations were being 
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conducted in some of the world’s most rugged, remote, inhospitable, 
and untamed peripheries.[10-16] These PKOs only had a thin veneer 
of traditional UN peacekeeping.[16] Likewise, Post-Cold War 
UN PKO medical events increasingly have resembled combat-like 
emergency trauma and psychological disorders accompanied by exotic 
and debilitating diseases.[17-22] Therefore, as my article noted, the 
challenge for planning medical support has been and is anticipated 
to be similar to those found in dynamic other-than-war combat 
operations, specifically, balancing pushing forward patient care while 
risking medical personnel/assets versus reward patient transport to 
care with risk to patients.[23-25]

Second, in proposing a possible solution to this challenge, my 
article reports an evidence-based test on UN PKOs that I borrowed 
from Nessen [4] who originally conducted it on the necessity and 
viability of a modularly modified Level 2 + Medical Treatment Facility 
in terms of providing medical support in the Iraq combat theater. He 
found it untenable for Iraq combat operations. Yet as my article reports, 
given UN PKOs Post-Cold War missions and under the conditions in 
which they have been operating, I found just such a properly modularly 
augmentable MTF a potentially practical and viable alternative. It 
would be capable of delivering responsive mobile, properly varied, 
and commensurate medical care in tandem with forward troop 
movement and responsive to mission necessities and contingencies—
especially trauma care and psychiatric and preventive medicine. 
Thus, an important aspect of my article is that it reports far different, 
positive, and promising findings from empirical testing conducted on 
military medical support on Post-Cold War UN PKOs. It used a test 
borrowed from work done on another military setting with somewhat 
different conditions (the Iraq War) that had negative and discouraging 
results. This is the epitome of scientific inquiry, specifically, systematic 
empirical hypothesis testing under varying conditions to determine 
whether outcomes are consistent. 

Third, and thus, the crucial importance of my article is not only 
its conclusions about the viability of a modularly modified Level 2 
+ Medical Treatment Facility for Post-Cold War UN PKOs, but also
the untold story of the methods used with which to arrive at those
conclusions. Also, important are the implications or logical extension
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of those methods for UN PKO medical support planning, prepping, 
vetting, and executing. The paramount lesson in my article is one size 
and a simple fix will not solve or fix all. Post-Cold war UN PKOs have 
become complex and multi-faceted undertakings. Therefore, their 
medical support planning must be purpose built for each operation 
and subsequently modified as those operations unfold. Their planning 
processes must be comprehensively researched and provide initial 
speedy reaction combined with evidence-based programmatic 
evaluation and trial and error modification during their execution. This 
is best displayed in the following diagrams. 

Figure 1 depicts the evidence-based and best practices research 
process that informed my work through which open-sourced articles 
were identified then reviewed and conceptual themes generated and 
on which the idea of a Level 2+ MTF was tested. This approach can 
just as easily inform UN PKO medical support planning or even other 
planning processes. 

Essentially, this figure conveys the steps in this process. Step one 
involved deriving key words with which to search for articles. Step two 
is targeting appropriate peer-reviewed medical/health and military 
subject matter databases. Step three is applying the search terms to 
the databases. Steps four and five are the identification, retrieval of 
relevant articles, and removal of duplicates. Step six is retrieval and 
review of abstracts or executive summaries. Step seven is obtaining 
the articles and step eight reviewing their content for relevance. Step 
nine is identification and enumeration of themes and the retrieval of 
related information for review until all themes were exhausted with 
the outcome, step ten, the review. Given the process is “theoretically 
grounded” [26], though the steps are generally sequential, they could be 
repeated individually, or there could be cycling back and forth between 
steps or cycling back through the process. But the eventual and ultimate 
aim is the identification, summation and exhaustion of all themes. 

This then was fed into () a test of the viability and practicality of the 
Level 2+ MTF. It could just as easily be fed into the UN PKO medical 
support Planning-Prepping-Vetting-Execution-Modification process 
(Figure 2), which is cyclic and virtually self-explanatory. (It also could 
be used to inform other UN PKO planning processes.)

Note: For actual in-country operations planning—along with a 

grounded iterative scouring of the literature—there must a “leaders’ 
reconnaissance” and a “terrain walk.” Namely, beforehand, reliable eyes 
or sets of eyes must conduct an actual “boots-on-the-ground,” close-as-
possible-to-real-time survey of the conditions in which a proposed UN 
PKO will be conducted. This can then be compared with the literature 
to breathe life into findings from the paper reports, fill in critical gaps 
or grey areas or Requests for Information (RFIs), and determine the 
veracity of the literature.

In sum, the most profound implication in my article is that the 
processes depicted in these figures should be incorporated into a UN 
PKO strategic medical planning mind-set. This is the first step. The next 
step is formal reporting in the literature where there is a such a void of 
systematic research on medical aspects of UN PKOs. By that void’s very 
existence, it begs to be filled by high-quality, peer-reviewed credible 
evidence-based findings—with which to inform planners and policy 
makers so they can craft high-impact planning and policy.
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Figure 1 and 2: Figure 1 (Researching to Inform Testing or Planning) and Figure 2 (Post-Cold War UNPKO medical support Testing or Planning/Prepping, Vetting, 
Executing, and Programmatic Evaluation and Modification).
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